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presonus studio one pro 5.1 was designed with the most demanding and knowledgeable users in
mind. its all-new user interface was designed to be easy to navigate, and weve added multiple task
views, a larger workspace, and a live scoring window so you can get the most out of the new score
view. studio one artist/pro is a complete suite of plug-ins, effects, and tools, designed to enable you
to mix and produce your own music in the best way possible. you can drag, drop, and select audio,
midi, and instrument tracks easily. you can use the unique harmonic editing software to edit chords,
notes, and progressions, then go ahead and record them to your song. you can even record right
from the new chord track. studio one isnt just for traditional musicians. producers and djs alike can
use it to mix and produce, and start recording their music right away. studio one artist is a complete
suite of plug-ins, effects, and tools, designed to enable you to mix and produce your own music in
the best way possible. you can drag, drop, and select audio, midi, and instrument tracks easily. you
can use the unique harmonic editing software to edit chords, notes, and progressions, then go ahead
and record them to your song. you can even record right from the new chord track. studio one isnt
just for traditional musicians. producers and djs alike can use it to mix and produce, and start
recording their music right away. you can play the demo to decide if you wish to purchase the full
version. the demo is identical to the full version of the software except the number of tracks
available for use are limited. the demo contains 3 tracks, while the full version contains 100 tracks.
the demo is free to download and play, but it is not a full version of the software and has a restricted
number of tracks.
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